ClearCase® Remote Client (CCRC) Intermediate

Overview
Recommended follow on to the ClearCase Remote Client Fundamentals course for software developers. This one-day, hands-on course covers parallel development aspects of the tool required for most software development efforts.

Prerequisites
- ClearCase Remote Client Fundamentals course or equivalent ClearCase experience.

Objectives
At the end of this course, students will understand the parallel development aspects of CCRC and will be able to use CCRC tools and procedures to accomplish typical software development configuration management tasks.

Outline
Diff Tool
- Comparing versions
Merge Basics
- Using basic merge operations on a sample file
Batch Merge
- Using the batch merge tool to merge sets of files
Directory Merge
- Merging directory versions
Checkout Special
- Checking out when latest version is not loaded
Unreserved Checkouts
- Working in parallel on the same branch
Labels and Baselines
- Creating labels and baselines in the VOB
Advanced Version Selection
- Editing version selection rules and identifying syntax errors
Config Spec Make Branch
- Creating an automatic make branch rule
Review
- Developer life-cycle review exercise

Optional Modules:
- .NET Front Desk
  - Introduction to IBM® Rational® .NET Front Desk
- .NET ClearCase Operations
  - Standard ClearCase operations in .NET
- .NET Add to Source
  - Add .NET projects and resources to version control

Contact us to choose appropriate modules for your workgroup from our library of over 800 modules.